Human and mouse artificial chromosome technologies for studies of pharmacokinetics and toxicokinetics.
In the earliest stage of drug discovery/development, various cell-based models and animal models were used for the prediction of human pharmacokinetics and toxicokinetics. Unfortunately, drugs under development are often discontinued because their nonclinical results do not extrapolate to human clinical studies in relation to either safety or efficacy. Therefore, it is important to improve the time- and cost-effectiveness of drug development. This might be achieved by developing new technologies including pharmacokinetics and toxicokinetics models that use human and mouse artificial chromosome vectors (HACs/MACs). HACs/MACs are unique vectors with several advantages: 1) independent maintenance, 2) defined copy number and mitotically stable, 3) no silencing of the transgene, and 4) no limitation of DNA insertion size. This review provides information on the advantages and examples of the utility of various models based on the recent advances in HAC/MAC technologies, including multifunctional cell-based models for assaying drug-drug interactions, bidirectional permeability, and cytotoxicity, as well as fully genetically humanized mouse models. We also discuss the future prospects of these technologies to advance drug discovery. In summary, these technologies offer advantages over current conventional models and should improve the success rate of drug development related to efficacy and safety for humans.